Ben Hogan PTx Irons
If you grew up in the 1970s like me, you understand
the power of Ben Hogan irons. Now in 2018, the line is
rejuvenated thanks to the beautifully crafted PTx irons. Their
forged game improvement iron (yes, you heard us right) is
only available online at www.benhogangolf.com.

Cleveland Junior Spec Wedges
Finally, boys and girls can now play wedges specifically designed
for their swing characteristics thanks to the industry’s foremost
wedge company, Cleveland Golf. Juniors now have the same
choices adults do as they are offering the Junior Spec line in the
RTX-3, Cleveland CBX or the Smart Sole 3 wedge model.
www.clevelandgolf.com

adidas Ultimate Polo
adidas’ best-fitting polo was a collaborative effort based on feedback from TOUR staffers
and weekend warriors alike. The result – a classic line of golf shirts that have the perfect
amount of stretch, breathability, and weight. Plus all garments offer UFP 50+ protection
from the sun. www.adidasgolf.com

Tour Edge CBX
Fairway Woods
This technology is for real!
In an independent study their
15* 3-Wood went at least 15 yards
farther than the competition. Tour
Edge’s proprietary Advanced Beta Ti
Cup Face technology is thinner and
stronger than ever and transforms this
club into a long range howitzer.
www.touredge.com
www.MidwestGolfingMagazine.com Golf Show 2018
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Blast Golf
Blast is the future of golf, a complete swing and stroke solution that
has already helped the Houston Astros win the World Series. One
miracle sensor tied to a slick app reads 11 statistical matrices on
every putt and five on every full swing. You heard it here – Blast Golf
will revolutionize how golfers practice and rapidly improve.
www.blastmotion.com

Sun Mountain Supercharged C-130 Stand Bag & 4.5 Carry Bag
New for 2018, Sun Mountain is supercharging two of its top-selling golf
bags with portable power packs. The bags have an external USB port
wired to a portable power pack capable of recharging a mobile phone and
powering a mobile device. What will the industry’s top golf bag company
think of next? www.sunmountain.com

Wilson Staff
C300 Driver

Snell Golf MTB Red & Black Golf Balls
These are heady times for Dean Snell. The man who invented the patent for
the original PRO V1 is at it again with the release of a four piece urethane
ball dubbed MTB (My Tour Ball) Red and a three piece urethane called MTB
Black. Customers can order a combination dozen of two sleeves of MTB
Black and two sleeves of MTB Red to see which model suits them best.
Each style retails for $32 per dozen and can be exclusively found at
www.snellgolf.com.
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You’d be hard pressed to find
a golf company with a longer
and more illustrious history than
Wilson. Their 2018 C300 Driver
comes complete with Power Hole
Technology, which keeps club face and
body contact at a minimum. The result
– an expanded sweet spot that means
greater balls speeds across the entire
surface. www.wilson.com
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PING G400 Max Driver
Simply stated, the G400 Max Driver has the highest MOI (Moment of Inertia)
of any PING driver ever made! This club is built with the recreational golfer
in mind who understands hitting the fairway is a key to scoring improvement.
Forgiveness and accuracy have never been so easy! www.ping.com

TaylorMade P-790 Irons
There is no debate which company has the finest
stable of PGA TOUR staff professionals. That
would be TaylorMade. And whether its Rahm, Day,
Rose, or McIlroy, they are all wielding a set of
irons from TaylorMade’s P Series Iron family. Our
recommendation – give the P-790s a whirl – it’s a
safe bet you’ll be looking for trade-in values
on your current set immediately after.
www.taylormadegolf.com.
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Zero Friction SuperTubes

Callaway Rogue Collection

The Chicago based company
has put the fun back in
fundamental golf gear by
inventing the SuperTube – a
colorful package that includes
their famous one-size-fits-all
Compression Fit Glove, three
of their new ZF Spectra Golf
Balls, and a generous handful
of the product that started
it all – the Zero Friction Tee.
www.zerofriction.com

MGM favorite Sergio Garcia has
gone Rogue. That doesn’t mean
you’ll be seeing less of him on
the course, it just means El Niño
is playing Callaway’s latest line of
clubs. Lighter hourglass shaped
titanium rods allow the faces of
their drivers, fairway woods, and
hybrids to take on nearly
double the load of
last year’s Epic
models. www.
callawaygolf.com
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Sunice Women’s Collection
The #1 Canadian golf outerwear brand has emerged into a global force.
If you have ever owned a Sunice garment, you know the difference
is in the details. Trust me – an early spring or late fall round will be
enhanced thanks to the warming power of Sunice. www.sunice.com

Bag Boy Revolver FX Cart Bag
Tired of searching for your clubs even though you know they are in your bag
somewhere? Bag Boy has a cure for that – the new Revolver FX premium cart bag.
The rotating top makes club selection effortless while the Clip-Lok™ top and
Grip-Lok base locks in and holds clubs in place, keeping club heads and shafts
separate. www.bagboy.com

Bridgestone Tour B XS Golf Balls
Have you heard the word? Tiger Woods is
back and making cuts on the PGA Tour. A
huge reason is the new Bridgestone Tour
B XS golf ball. The Tour B XS was designed
specifically for low-handicap golfers who
are looking for tour-proven tee-to-green
performance along with exceptional feel.
www.bridgestonegolf.com

adidas adicross Bounce Golf Shoes
The adicross collection was specifically designed to create a
synergy between being on and off the course. Their new offset
wrapped saddle uses multiple rows of eyelets that allow you to
customize the lacing to your preferred fit and feel.
www.adidasgolf.com
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Come for the golf.
Stay for the evening.

Site of the 2017 U.S. Open Championship®.
Walking only.
Created by glaciers. Revealed through golf.
Cottages. Rooms. Suites.
Prime Steaks. Fresh Fish. Old and New World Wines. Mac & Cheese.

Named 44th Greatest Course in the United States by Golf Digest.

866-772-4769

•

Erin, Wisconsin

•

www.erinhills.com

